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Flea market
showcases
bargains

da i ly

By MIKE KNAPE

Whether you are looking for a
cheap kitchen set or a used pipe organ, the UPS Women’s League Flea
Market offers a variety of items at
bargain prices. The annual event,
which began in 1968, will take place
on Saturday, March 17 in the Fieldhouse. Though the event is during
spring break, Chairperson Grace
Mills hopes that some students will
be able to attend.
“People come from all over, it is
amazing the people that come. They
line up waiting to get in before we
open at 9 a.m. and many are still
looking around when we are closing
at 4 p.m.,” Mills said.
This year there will be over 50
vendors selling an array of antiques,
collectibles, and handicrafts in
booths throughout the Fieldhouse.
The UPS Women’s League collects donations and offers them for
sale in one of the first floor classrooms that they call “Grandma’s
see MARKET page 2

Innumerable adults suffer from caffeine addiction — an ailment
potentially leading to anxiety, panic attacks and caffeine withdrawals

M

By ASHLEY GOFF

ost
everyone
knows the feeling—headache,
drowsy, trouble
concentrating.
Maybe you are irritable, anxious, or have suddenly become
very clumsy—all simply because
you missed your morning dose
of caffeine.
It is estimated that in North
America between 80 to 90 percent of the adults and children
consume caffeine daily. Caffeine is the most commonly used
mood-altering drug in the world.
According to the website of the
Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical
Center, “in the United States the
average per capita daily intake
among adult caffeine consumers
is 280 milligrams (the equivalent
of 17 ounces of brewed coffee or
84 ounces of soft drink). Studies
show that 30 milligrams or less
of caffeine can alter self-reports
of mood and affect behavior and
100 mg per day can lead to physical dependence and withdrawal
symptoms upon abstinence.”
According to Starbucks employee Whitney Buckingham, in
their store (which has only been
open for about 8 months), there
are approximately 100 “regulars,” some of whom come in
more than once a day. Though
the most common demographic
seen within these coffee houses
tend to be people who are working, which often include a high
number of college students.

Caffeine may be great for an
all-night cram session, and it
may help give busy college students such as ourselves that extra boost needed to get through
a day packed full of homework,
class, work and activities. However, when consumed improperly, caffeine can have some drawbacks of its own and may add to
stress rather than relieve it. As
with any drug, there are even
some dangers that come with
overuse.
Studies have shown that high
consumption of caffeine in
quantities of 200 mg or more
tend to increase anxiety and induce panic attacks in the general population. Individuals who
have panic and anxiety disorders already are especially sensi-

tive to the effects of caffeine. In
a highly stressful environment
such as college or the workplace,
the stress already involved is
compounded by anxiety added
by overconsumption of caffeine.
This can lead to modest increase
in blood pressure, stress related disorders and problems, decreased sleep and complications
that arise from that.
In addition, other concerns
have been raised about the role
that caffeine might play in cardiovascular disease. According
to the Johns Hopkins Bayview
Medical Center, “caffeine use
can be associated with several
distinct psychiatric syndromes:
caffeine intoxication, caffeine
withdrawal, caffeine dependence, caffeine-induced sleep

disorder and caffeine-induced
anxiety disorder.”
Also, caffeine works as a
short-term appetite suppressant.
Though it has not been linked
to dangerous weight loss, one
must still remember that during
stressful times one cannot survive solely on coffee alone. You
may feel full and feel as though
you can keep hacking away at
that pile of homework; but really, it is important to remember that proper nutrition will
provide one with longer lasting
energy without the added health
risks.
Caffeine should not be used as
the basis of one’s nutrition, rather, as an addition to proper eating and proper sleep. Then one
will be more likely to consume
caffeine in reasonable and responsible amounts and not run
as much danger of caffeine-related problems.
Living just down the road from
“Coffee-Capital-USA” and home
to the original Starbucks (and
about 400 others, not to mention
the other coffee brands…), coffee
remains very accessible. With
college students in particular, a
high-stress environment sometimes requires an extra boost to
get going first thing in the morning or one in the evening to be
able to keep going. Whatever the
case, the message is not that caffeine is a bad thing and that one
should abstain from it. Rather,
just that, as with anything, one
should be responsible.

Campaign
courts youth
registration
By PHILLIP BRENFLECK

Resident Community Coordinators (RCCs) sponsored a new event
on campus in conjunction with ResLife called the “New Voters Campaign” on Wednesday, Feb. 29.
According to RCC Brendan Trosper, the New Voters Project’s main
goal is to register students to vote
and to mobilize their voice in local
politics. “Statistics show that citizens aged 18-25 are showing up on
the polls less and less,” says Trosper,
“by registering to vote in the state
of Washington they can create and
maintain a relationship with the
community outside of our beloved
‘bubble’ while they attend UPS.”
At the event, students were able
to register to vote in all states online, to learn about different ways to
get involved in the Tacoma community and listen to Professors Emilie
Peine and Richard Anderson-Connolly, Dean of Students Mike Segawa and University Chaplain Dave
Wright speak about the importance
of voting and being a vocal and political member of our society.
The program was headed by Sierra Phillips, a senior interning with
the national Student PIRGs organization. Phillips is collaborating
with a number of different groups
on campus, including RSA (Resident Student Association), CIAC
(Community Involvement and Action Center), SSSJ (Spirituality, Service and Social Justice), and the
RCC Staff Team.
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Attic.” The building’s transformation continues in the locker rooms,
which will be full of sports equipment, garden tools and other equipment. Security Services also donates the bikes it confiscates over
the course of the year for sale at the
sale. Items include a church organ
donated by former Swimming and
Diving Coach Don Duncan and a
Kindle book reader, which Mills
says will be one of only a few electronic items at the event.
The UPS Women’s League uses
the proceeds from the event, which
costs $2 to enter, to fund scholarships for the University. According
to Mills, last year the organization
provided 14 students with scholarships totaling $33,600.
Senior Julie Coleman is one of
the recipients of the organization’s
scholarships and will be volunteering at this year’s event. The UPS
Women’s League is looking for student help to move donated items
to the Fieldhouse. Those interested should contact Mills at gracem4206@harbornet.com.
“These ladies have helped me
pay to finish my degree for the last
3 years, in large part because of
funds raised from the UPS Women’s
League Annual Flea Market,” Coleman said. “No matter what I do for
them or their cause, I will never be
able to repay the support they have
so generously offered me, including
endless moral support.”
The UPS Women’s League currently has nearly 150 members, all of
whom are connected in some way to
the University. Mills joined the UPS
Women’s League after she retired
from working in the SUB Diner in
1996. She worked for Dining and
Conference Services for 26 years
and still meets monthly with her old
coworkers to keep in touch.
“I enjoy doing this; it keeps me
busy during the winter months,”
Mills said. “It was a great place to
work and it is a great place to be retired from.”

Congratulatons to Brian and
Rachel, the new president
and vice president of
ASUPS. Check out next
week’s issue for more
in-depth coverage of the
election results.

Climate survey results to come in May

T

By GAELYN MOORE

he Campus Climate Survey is
not about global
warming, the natural environment
or sustainability.
It is rather about us, the diversity
that we bring to Puget Sound and
how diversity is perceived by the
campus community. Is diversity
honored, talked about, awkward
or marginalized in our community? The survey, administered once
every four years, aims to make
Puget Sound an inclusive environment by asking its members
direct questions about social diversity issues that are sometimes
difficult to discuss meaningfully.
The results of the 2012 survey are expected in May. So far
the only statistics analyzed have
shown a very low student response
rate. The program is thinking of
new ways to reach the students
like text messages urging students to participate through the
email they received. This year the
survey is tailored more carefully
to our diversity categories.
Kim Bobby, Chief Diversity
Officer, found that “last time [in
2006] some populations’ voices

were missing entirely.” To counteract the imbalance Bobby individually interviewed volunteering members of the community
to share their experiences. These
narratives were compiled and
presented for presentation the
week preceding this year’s survey.
This year’s survey has thus included a dialogue box at the end
of each question to capture the
more qualitative narratives on
subjects of diversity and marginalization.
The 2006 survey also found
that the campus cares about issues of diversity, with 82% of respondents saying that creating a
diverse campus environment at
Puget Sound was a moderate or
high priority. This result let to
the creation of the Diversity Advisory Council (DAC), which has
been responsible for many of the
diversity related changes and activities around campus.
“I do feel like our campus has
been more engaged with issues of
difference. If you look at posters
on campus there are a lot of programs I don’t know if we had...
in 2006,” Bobby pointed out. The
doors of Wyatt alone currently post flyers for an LGBT rights
activist, international club, a

Conversation with Reverend Dr.
Parker on Art and Religion, another with Reverend Dr. WebbMitchell entitled Beyond Accessibility: moving toward full
inclusion in our faith communities, the Black Student Union celebrations of black history month
and, of course, a poster for the
Campus Climate Survey itself.
Most recently, the Diversity
Advisory Council organized a se-

“Campus has been more
engaged with issues of
difference”
—Kim Bobby, Chief Diversity
Officer

ries of events leading up to the
launching of the 2012 Campus
Climate Survey.
Professor Geoff Proehl, a member of the DAC, helped to make a
vision come true in the week preceding the survey with two plays,
readings, and workshops centered around the goal of getting
people to acknowledge and talk
about insecurities. Hearing Our
Stories was an event that com-

bined writings and staged readings about being different. Select
narratives, submitted in the 2006
survey, were compiled by Bobby
and shared. The idea behind the
series of presentations was to get
people talking and raise awareness of social diversity issues on
our campus. Bobby acknowledges that “Yes, there’s tension, but
aren’t we supposed to be a community of higher education, intellectually stimulated, intellectually challenging community? Why
when it comes to issues of difference do we hesitate or silence
each other?”
Bobby said to be sure to look
for more activities like these after the 2012 survey results are in
“something to keep the volume
up on what we learned about the
survey.”
The more opportunity there is
for discussion, the more opportunity there is for students to become involved and get their voices heard. On an individual level,
actions to make this campus more
inclusive are available through
panel discussions, voicing opinions during programming, sharing your narrative, serving on
committees and taking the Campus Climate Survey.

Securit y Report
The following incidents have
been reported to Security Services
between February 7, 2012 and
February 13, 2012:
Hit and Run Motor Vehicle
Accident
A student witnessed a vehicle hit
another vehicle while attempting
to park and filed a report with
Security Services.

The Puget Sound Trail

Vandalism/Malicious Mischief
The fire alarm was maliciously
activated at a Union Ave. residence
during a social gathering. A
student suspect was identified.
Alcohol Violation
Security and Residence Life staff
responded to three suspected
alcohol violations in Union Ave.
residences during the week.

Crime Prevention Tips:
· Valuables left in vehicles attracts
thieves. Do not leave purses,
wallets, backpacks, luggage,
sporting gear, or portable electronic
equipment in your vehicle. Always
secure your vehicle.
· Always secure your room or
office space while you are away.
Never leave personal or university

property unattended or unsecured.
· Help prevent crime by being
an extra set of eyes and ears and
reporting suspicious activity
right away. Security is open 24/7.
The main reporting number is
253.879.3311. Please program this
number into your phone.
Courtesy of Todd Badham
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Student apathy inconsistent with concerns
By ANDREW LUTFALA

The excitement of ASUPS elections has hold of our campus—
or at least one might have hoped
for that to be the case. Instead,
political apathy and general indifference have been pervasive
in this year’s electoral process
as Puget Sound students ignore
the election as well as the candidates vying for the presidency and
vice-presidency of the ASUPS executive branch.
However, the problem of our
campus’ indifference to the elections has not resulted from under-exposure of the election process or the candidate’s campaigns.
To the contrary, you can find
posters littering the walls across
campus, exposing our students to
the various candidates running
for ASUPS executive positions.
The Trail has even acted as a
medium to inform students about
the different candidates and their
respective views on the specific issues that have marked this
election cycle. The extensive interviews published in last week’s
trail provided a detailed look into
the candidates’ views on Puget
Sound’s budgetary issues, community involvement plans and
ideas to improve communication
within the ASUPS bureaucracy.
My criticism is aimed at the
student body itself and its lack of
motivation to become actively involved in the election process and
not simply vote for the candidate
they personally know or like from
reputation alone.
The majority of this campus
seems to reflect the overarching

apathy present within America’s
current attitude towards elections
and politics.
American citizens tend to complain about government on a daily basis as if complaining alone
could solve their problems with
the system. Inaction and entitlement has stalled this generation
of voters, as they willingly choose
to waste their political power and
rest on their laurels while waiting
for others to take action.
This complacent attitude is appalling and reveals much of the
nature of modern society. We as a
political body have become neutered. As radical groups on either
side of the political spectrum allow their passion to drive them toward becoming involved in electing public officials and actively
supporting political interests, the
moderate independent majority
remains listless, twiddling their
thumbs while condemning elected officials —though the majority
of Americans do not take the time
to vote in public elections.
The Puget Sound student body
is merely an extension of the typical political apathy currently present in the United States. I’ve heard
students complain about various
problems they have encountered
on campus, yet these complaints
never venture beyond fruitless
conversations because most students are not willing to take the
added measure of pursuing solutions to these problems, such as
soliciting the aid of ASUPS.
The ASUPS elections are an excellent opportunity to contribute your voice to campus politics,
an opportunity that the student
body should not take for grant-
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Speak Up: In order to get their grievances heard, students must vote.
ed. These candidates are running
on platforms that appeal to a wide
base of students. Let the political process work by supporting
the candidates who best represent
your interests.
Although this election may
have passed, the upcoming presidential election will present an-

other opportunity to become an
active political member of American society. It’s time to stop complaining about the state of our
country or the state of our campus. Rather, we should act upon
these emotions and use our right
to vote in order to create the
change we all desire.

Program to increase social value of Indian girls
By CHELSEA NOACK
Over 60 million girls born in India are married off, against their will,
before the age of 18—greatly due to
the fact that a girl is only valued for
her ability to produce offspring and
playing the part of homestay mother. Even then, most mothers are not
awarded nearly enough respect for
their responsibilities and place of
power in their own homes.
While the state of Haryana is one
of India’s richest, it is interestingly its
least progressive in terms of female
liberties. Haryana’s government
launched a scheme in 1997 to fight
this institutionalized undervaluation
of women by awarding 500 rupees--

less than half a week’s pay—for the
birth of a baby girl.
The Apni Beti Apni Dhan (Our
Daughters, Our Wealth) is a Chandigarh government cash-initiative program charged with raising the value
of female children born into Indian
families. It grants families that meet
certain prerequisites 500 rupees for
each baby girl, with an additional
savings bond to be redeemed when
the daughter reaches 18 years of age.
That daughter better not pull a
Juliet and fall in love recklessly, for
if she remains unwed by her eighteenth birthday, she can redeem the
bond for 25,000 rupees—the equivalent of 500 U.S. dollars. That is incredible given that 25,000 rupees are,

on average, one-third of the yearly per-capita incomes in the state of
Haryana.
Follow-up studies demonstrated
that in greater parts of India, women now account for 15 percent of
CEO positions in comparison to the
United States’ low 3 percent. Despite
the progress, there are still lingering
concerns about the overall efficacy of
the scheme.
No one can be sure the money finally earned by the girl’s eighteenth
birthday will be used for educational purposes, or if the girl will even
have a say in how it is spent. There is
the off chance that the family could
misuse this money, perhaps as dowry in order to marry the daughter off
against her wishes after cashing in.
In other words, there are no precautionary measures that make sure this
money is not just a savings bond for
18 years instead of a true incentive
and fight for Indian women’s opportunities.
While the prerequisites may be
justified in order to maintain the security of the progress, they inevitably create bias. The prerequisites for
participation in the program require
that the family is below the poverty
line, pays no income taxes, has no
official role in the Indian government and has no more than two children. Again, while there is presumably logical reasoning behind these
quotas, they remain incredibly narrow. The expansion of this program,
whilst already fighting intensely ingrained family values, does not look
promising under the current restric-

tive provisions.
Yet does the program’s positive results in the past decade indicate that
economic incentives are required in
order to institute ideological shifts in
gender-biased countries? Just to treat
a baby girl as a human being with the
power to dictate the direction of her
own life?
One could be on the side of Desmund Tutu and numerous advocates
who liken this issue to that of slavery, asserting that one must fight fire
with fire. In certain families, a newborn girl worth at least $11 is better
than nothing.
Or, one could seriously question
the integrity of the fight in which we
are engaging in order to help these
women. If we conclude that the only
way to remedy such inequalities is
through economic incentives, aren’t
we just choosing the easy way out?
Surely changing family tradition,
and especially one with a strict cultural foundation, is not easy and this
program alone won’t change the consistency of child marriage that continues today. Child marriage is highly correlated with female illiteracy,
health problems for newborns and
the lack of an important female role
in the job market.
My suggestion? Either broaden
the prerequisites to reach those families who just barely miss the mark
but have good intentions regarding
the welfare of their daughters, or design a stronger anthropological program that can delve into the root of
the problem itself, instead of simply
paying it off.

March 2, 2012

L etter to
the E ditor
A Puget Sound student glitterbombed Rick Santorum when he visited Tacoma on February 13. To say
the least, campus has been buzzing
ever since – ‘how brave!’; ‘how admirable!’; ‘I’m so proud they’re a Logger!’
Our reactions have been overwhelmingly warm and positive. That being
said, I haven’t encountered a single
person who can explain why we admire an action like this. As a non-violent activist, I believe in loving my
opponents and acting only through
strict non-violence. Always—without exception. The bomber’s tactics
were aggressive and violated Santorum’s personal space. On that basis,
I condemned the student’s behavior.
A close friend of mine countered my
conclusion with two questions for me:
when has Rick Santorum treated gays
with dignity or respect? And why
are you making such a big deal about
glitter on Santorum’s sweater vest?
There’s no actual harm done. Here’s
my response to both the glitter bomber and my friend.
Whether or not Santorum has
shown dignity and respect to the
LGBT cause (he hasn’t) is beside the
point. At the very core of the LGBT
movement is the belief that all human beings have a right to respect
and dignity. To deprive Santorum of
both by dumping glitter on him contradicts what LGBT activists stand for.
It exposes the crude, thoughtless, and
reckless nature of the bomber. Surely the bomber’s intentions were not to
violate the ideas he/she was seeking to
promote! The bomber did more harm
to the LGBT movement than Santorum ever could have hoped to do
that night. Try searching “Santorum
Tacoma Glitter Bomber” on Google.
The top search results are conservative news sites. All the bomber did
was provide new ammunition to opponents of LGBT rights, enabling
them to perpetuate the image of extreme, intolerant and childish activists leading the movement. The ultimate result of that night? The left got
a cheap thrill, the right became more
galvanized than ever, and the real loss
was among the great ocean of moderates that make up our country. As Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. would have argued, only the power of love and nonviolence has the ability to push a social
movement forward and make your
enemies into friends.
Finally, I wanted to address the
dangerous double standard I see developing on our campus. To do this, I
would like to set up a hypothetical situation. Let’s imagine that there is an
event going on in Marshall Hall featuring LGBT students speaking about
their identities. If I were to approach a
gay student after his speech and dump
a bucket of glitter on him because he
is gay and supports gay rights, how
would my fellow Loggers react? I assume that most of you will make the
same conclusion as I have. Loggers
would condemn my actions and ostracize me. I would lose my job as an RA
and face severe repercussions from
the university. And rightly so! Our
free speech comes with limitations
and standards for respecting others,
not to mention such a hate crime has
no place on our campus. Yet, following the glitter bomb incident involving Santorum and a Puget Sound student, we have raised a congratulatory
hand and speak highly of this person.
This I find to be quite disturbing.
Some of you will read this article
and agree with me. Many (maybe
even a majority) will disagree. I invite your responses. I wrote this article hoping not only that it would challenge the majority opinion but that my
own position might be challenged as
well. Dialogue can only serve to enhance our ways of thinking. Write to
The Trail or pull up a chair when you
see me in the SUB—anything works.
I’m not a hard guy to find or approach.
Sincerely,
Casey J. Krolczyk

Want your opinion to be heard?
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Undervalued: Changing attitudes societal attitudes is no simple task.

If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our
new website at trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will select responses
each week to publish in the next issue.
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New housing requirement elevates hopes for increased retention rates
By KATE EASLEY
Many of you know that construction of a new dorm will begin in May
of this year — “literally the day after
you guys leave campus in May we will
start building a dorm that will open in
the fall of ’13,” Mike Segawa told me.
This coincides with the new residential policy requiring students to live
on-campus for the first two years of
their time here at Puget Sound.
The policy will not affect the current
freshmen, but incoming freshmen of
the next school year must abide by
the requirement. Puget Sound is a few
percentage points behind its national peer group in terms of retention.
In order to address this issue, President Thomas created a Retention Task
Force and appointed Mike Segawa as
its leader.
According to Segawa, “We found
a difference in mean GPAs for sophomores who live off-campus versus
sophomores who live on, and a difference in retention rates…. That’s
why from a retention task force standpoint we took that research to my colleagues, the president’s cabinet and
eventually took that to the board of
trustees with the recommendation
that we have a two-year residential requirement.”
Currently Puget Sound has no residential requirement at all. “We were
the outliers, it was really only us and
Reed College that don’t have a residential requirement. At least one, most
two, many had three or four years….
There are places where we want to be
different, we want to be unique, but
this isn’t one of those places,” Segawa
said.
I think a two-year residential requirement seems like a step in the right
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Master Plan: Two dormitories, pictured between Alder and Theme Row, will expand on-campus housing.
direction for the school. Although I
was eager to be free of dorm life and
thought I would never look back after
my freshman year, I have definitely begun to rethink my decision.
Speaking with sophomores who
had moved off-campus, Segawa found
that a number of students “felt more
disconnected, met less people, the
people they knew were the people
they now knew and that was it. And
that once they went home they didn’t

come back to campus to meet with a
faculty member or go to events. When
they were home, they stayed home.
It was more of a transition than they
thought it would be.”
One problem with the new requirement is the fact that it can be more
expensive to live on-campus. A student living on-campus is forced to buy
at least a light meal plan, which adds
an extra $2000 to the cost. To prevent the new requirement from weed-

ing out local students who wish to live
at home or students who cannot afford to pay the on-campus cost of living in their sophomore year, I think
there should be exceptions to the policy. If local students tell they school
they wish to live at home, I think they
should be able to. Also, if students are
able to show that they simply cannot
afford to live on campus while still attending Puget Sound and have found
a less expensive off-campus alterna-

tive, I think they should be exempt
from abiding by the requirement as
well.
I have heard the complaint that with
the new requirement there will be an
increase in Greek membership. Segawa reiterated this sentiment but sees
this as a possible benefit of the new
policy.
According to Segawa, the new requirement will be “positive for the
Greek community in terms of attracting students in that direction…Some
sophomores, especially some men,
will say, ‘well, if I have to live on-campus I may as well think about living on
Union Avenue.’” And Segawa views
Greek membership as only beneficial
for the school as a whole. “The values
that are written down for them—it’s
about scholarship, it’s about service,
it’s about brotherhood and sisterhood.
Well those are great. And most of our
chapters pretty consistently try to live
that out.”
While I am not entirely opposed to
the Greek system, I think it tends to
separate the Puget Sound community into distinct groups. Even Segawa
would agree that there is less diversity
among fraternities and sororities and
that the values of scholarship, service
and brotherhood and sisterhood can
be important to those who are not involved with Greek life.
While the increase in those who
pledge may upset some, the new residential requirement will give students
a chance to become closer with their
peers before they have to lock down
a house and decide on roommates.
Students will also be more likely to
branch out from the group of friends
they established freshman year, creating a more connected community. All
in all, I think Segawa’s task force made
the right call.

Espresso policy reflects Safe Men group takes on gender norms
out-of-touch administration
By ANYA CALLAHAN

By MATT ZAVORTINK
Confusion has set in regarding
campus cafe espresso machine usage and policies. Until recently,
customers at Oppenheimer might
have been offered a free extra shot
of espresso depending the size of
the drink they ordered. This is because many types of drink contain
an odd number of shots, but two
are always pulled from the espresso machines. If business was slow,
the remaining shot might simply
be given away. Dining and Conference Services has insisted that this
stop and that instead the extra shot
be thrown away.
This is obviously a waste of resources financially, for everybody
involved, and also simply in terms
of the amount of coffee that is discarded. “During the evenings when
it’s slowest, I probably throw out
about twelve shots an hour,” said a
student employee at Oppenheimer
who wished to remain anonymous.
This kind of strict yet seemingly purposeless policy is also detrimental to the laid-back atmosphere
that makes the cafe attractive and
relaxing in the first place.
Dining and Conference Services (DCS) offered the following explanation of the issue: the campus
cafes operate using different types
of equipment, and the pressure on
Oppenheimer to stop giving away
free shots is part of an effort to
standardize the service between
the two, especially so that it doesn’t
seem like a better deal to go to Op-

penheimer. Regarding the obvious
wastefulness of having to throw
away the extra espresso, it was only
stated that they’re “looking into it.”
To be honest, throwing away
coffee probably isn’t particularly
wasteful compared to other welldocumented campus policies, like
over-watering the lawns and constantly re-landscaping for purely
cosmetic reasons. More concerning
is the fact that this seems to be only
the latest in a pattern of generally
unexplained administrative changes that are increasingly disconnected from the values, needs and desires of the student body. One can
cite, for example, the highly variable and often insufficient vegetarian/vegan and gluten free options in
the S.U.B. or the new dining dollar
system, which seems to be widely
regarded as even more confusing
than the one it replaced.
When I spoke with DCS they
emphasized that “any feedback we
can get is great,” and it seemed like
student input was genuinely wanted. This is a positive sign, although
it should have been obvious in
the first place that students would
complain about coffee just being
thrown away, especially on a campus with relatively high awareness
of sustainability and resource use.
Hopefully if more open lines of
communication are created between various facets of the administration and the student body,
problems like this will be avoided
in the future.

From the day we are born, we are
wrapped in either a pink or blue
blanket and socialized to fit specific gender norms that our biological
sex has predetermined. These individual characteristics have nothing
to do with who we are, our likes and
dislikes, strengths and weaknesses;
it is all about what organ lies between your legs.
Little girls may be dressed in
frilly pink dresses and adorned
with loving compliments about
how cute and precious they are, or
given baby dolls and faux kitchen appliances to play with as society subtly says “prepare yourself
for a future of domesticity, little
three-year-old.”
On the other hand, little boys
are dressed in blues and greens
and told they are so handsome
and tough and are commonly given toy guns, army men,
Legos and other “boy toys” to
play with. The effects of this socialization from birth teach individuals that men and women are
fundamentally different; women
are passive, docile and caring while
men are aggressive and powerful.
But the real issue arises when the
assumed “natural” characteristics
of a gender become valued more
in someone of said gender by our
society. Our culture had learned to
reward the powerful, strong, stable
man and devalue the feminine, domestic, emotional characteristics
blindly assigned to women. And
when individuals depart from these
roles, there is social punishment
to pay; boys may be ostracized for

crying or showing traditionally
‘feminine’ characteristics.
Men may feel they have to live up
to some fake, preset ideal of how to
be a ‘real’ man. These traditional
characteristics may consist of physical dominance through strength
and height as well as emotional and
social expectations for a man to be
emotionally stable, strong, practical and perhaps even polyamorous.
These sentiments are reflected in
the commonly used sayings: “He is
a man with raging hormones!” or
“Boys will be boys!”These expectations isolate many men, suppressing the inner identities and emotions integral to their very being.

“Men themselves must
awaken and realize these
social expectations are really
damaging, and then take
matters into their own hands.”
While these pressures to fulfill
unrealistic, unachievable gender
ideals are everywhere, Puget Sound
offers a safe, judgment free space
for men to open up and discuss often shamed and silenced dialogue
on the realities of manhood today:
Safe Men.
President of Safe Men group
Chris Lauth explains, “We are a
men’s discussion group on campus
that talks about issues of masculinity, what it means to be a male in our
society and the pressures we face as
men. Coming together in a group
to talk about these things in a more
frank and analytical manner allows
us to feel empowered by redefining

our own masculinity.”
Lauth believes that the new definition of men should teach the importance of “good values and character, treating people with respect,
recognizing your weakness and
dealing with them rather than hiding them.” And while it is true that
women also perpetuate this expectation of masculinity, men themselves must awaken and realize
these social expectations are really damaging and then take matters
into their own hands.
While some men may make degrading jokes to reassert their
dominance, for instance by catcalling at women, Lauth suggests that
men make subtle remarks instead and not silence their socially aware conscience: “When
I hear sexist jokes or men sexualizing women, I encourage
them to think of that woman as
their mother or sister, and ask:
‘Would you say that about a
woman you really care about?’”
Statements like these can politely remind us that these behaviors and type of language perpetuate and normalize harmful norms,
and that no, it is not acceptable to
dehumanize anyone.
Safe Men strives to reach out to
men in our campus community
and teach them how to deal with
all of these converging expectations
of the contemporary man. Men
may feel ties to traditional masculine roles, but it is important to also
learn the significance of creating a
new “masculine” dialogue that is
more representative of what men
are actually facing and experiencing in society today.

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staff, ASUPS, the University, or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staff. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be offensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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Presidential hopeful starts Luchador craze
By FORD DENT
Junior Rane Berisnt’s campaign
for ASUPS president was floundering. A child of the isolated Luxembourgian aristocracy, he found it
difficult to connect with his constituents in the Puget Sound student
body.
Though raised and schooled with
the specific purpose of infiltrating an
American liberal arts college in order to enhance Luxembourgian understanding of the American mindset, none of Rane’s ideas seemed to
resonate with students.
Then, Rane attended the Lucha Libre. Inspired by the awkward
pacing, tinny music and harsh gym
lighting, Rane decided to revamp his
entire campaign.
“Within doze Lucher wrestlers I
saw der possibility auf zee power in
diversity,” said Rane in an interview.
“And der enter-twinements mit our
Mexican antecedents—Aztecs und

Mayans und conquerers all—cause
to germinate within me a new campaign angle.”
Rane continued, “An angle auf
Cultüra Mek-zee-cana!”
Gone are the promises of free
Quetschentaart and Gromperekichelcher. Rane promises the student body that if elected he will not
rest until all ASUPS events draw
their themes from Mexican culture.
Among Rane’s many goals are to
replace Midnight Breakfast with a
two-day long festival celebrating the
martyrdom San Juan de la Cruz de
Guanajuato, patron saint of greasy
potatoes; rename “Diversions” to
“Diversiones,” and to force Campus
Films to only play movies starring
the late comedic actor Cantinflas.
“A uds. prometo una nueva epoca
de libertad, de corrupción y de bureaucracia unnavigable!” announced
Rane in German with Spanish subtitles, at the recent ASUPS presidential debates.
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Dressed in suit and tie, and with
his identity hidden behind a silver and purple luchador mask,
Rane went on to tell the crowds of
his campaign’s most revolutionary idea regarding club funding:
“From day one I promise to suspend
all funding to clubs who refuse to
convert to a futbol club. NnnnnnGGGGGGGGGGGGOOOOOOO
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAALLLLLLLLL!!!”
With recent Trail polls putting
him around 0.076484386 percent, an
on-campus nickname of “that Bulgarian kid” and his family’s bodyguard as vice-president, Rane seems
unlikely to win the election.
But as the Luxembourg proverb
goes, “the blackbird always shits before she flies north,” and in defeat
Rane has won on a much more important front: the fashion front.
Rane’s revolutionary ideas and
choice of headwear have spawned
a Luchador-mask craze on campus,
which has startled several of geriatric dog walkers who frequent the
campus and explains a drop in campus tours by prospective students.
“Well, at first we were kind of
like—no,” said student and trendsetter Myra Hirschbaum, wearing a gold and emerald mask. “But
then the Native American fad ran its
route, and it’s still too cold for ‘Holocaust chic.’ Lucha-wear is a great inbetween and it keeps your face super
warm.”
When asked about his impact on
Puget Sound politics and culture,
Rane would have probably been
modest, as he had been trained to be.
Sadly, before he could take a follow-

Housing lottery winner regrets win
By VONNIE KEATSGUTS
The day began like any other for
senior Jerome Cohn. A few weeks
ago, he woke up, crysterbated, then
booted up his computer to check
his email. To his shock and great
joy, he had won the housing lottery.
“I was so happy. I called my
ma, I told her, I said, ‘WE DID
IT, MA! I’M ON TOP OF THE
WOOOOOOORRRRLLLDD.’”
A senior taking an extra semester next year to finish his credits,
Cohn’s class standing and a bit of
good fortune had landed him the
number-one position in housing
selection. He had his pick of campus housing.
“The email told me that anywhere the light touched was my
kingdom,” said Cohn, who conducted his interview via encrypted
satellite phone.
He could never have anticipated
how quickly the sweet taste of housing freedom could turn to bitter
ash in his mouth. His first mistake
was informing a friend or two of
his great fortune. The news spread
from Logger to Logger faster than
mono.
Soon, the whole campus knew.

This would have posed no problem,
but for the fact that anyone who he
chose to live with would be able to
share his prime position.
“It wasn’t so bad, at first. Girls
threw themselves at me like I was
a prepubescent pop singer in a potentially sexual relationship with
Usher,” Cohn happily reminisced.
“Gifts of gold, chalices of silver...
One girl offered her roommate as
a blood sacrifice in my high honor
and promised to refer to me as ‘Exalted One’.”
But the swarms quickly overwhelmed Cohn, and when he refused to commit to any of his suitors, things turned ugly.
“I didn’t know who to trust anymore. Out of nowhere, ‘friends’
whose names I hadn’t remembered
for three years came calling, telling
me how much they wanted me to
room with them,” he said.
Cohn has been forced to barricade himself within the confines
of his on-campus room. His phone
was discarded days ago, next to the
heap of letters students continue to
slip under his door.
“I made a trip to Target a few
days ago to stock up. I dyed my
hair, shaved my beard. I even put

two melons in my shirt and used
red highlighter on my lips. It didn’t
work.”
His disguise was useless against
the kiss-ass masses. Everyone, from
his closest friends to some people he
was fairly sure weren’t even current
students, was lined up outside to
court him. The unthinkable amount
of brown-nosing has led him down
a tragic road to psychosis.
“They’re everywhere. When I
close my eyes, I hear people telling
me what a great roommate they’d
make. I had to set my teddy bear
on fire; all he did was stare at me,
silently pleading to get in on my
number. I can still hear him in my
brain,” Cohn said with an audible
shudder.
He does not know what his plan
is. He anticipates that he will have
to choose some people eventually, if
only to make the others bugger off.
But he knows, deep down, that the
gratitude his selections show will
dry up in unison with the ink of the
housing contract.
“I have to go now,” Cohn said.
“There are a few people outside offering me a lumberjack statue. Like
I haven’t seen the Trojan Logger
trick twice in the last week.”
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Lucha Fever: Infects students (left) and professors (above) alike
up interview Rane progressed so far
into his Mexican identity that he was
walking down 6th street dressed as a
piñata when a group of well-inten-

tioned ten-year olds beat him with
sticks.
He is reported in stable condition
at Swedish Medical Center.

Essay contest winner
accused of performanceenhancing alcohol use
By GILES FERGUSON
Scandal engulfed the campus community last week in wake of the revelation that Kelly James, star of Puget
Sound’s Humanities department, has
been using alcoholism to boost her
skills as a writer. The shocking news
broke days after the announcement
that Kelly had won UPS’ semi-prestigious Writing Excellence Award.
The Writing Excellence Award review board has voted unanimously
to strip James of her award. Whether
her grades in past writing classes will
be called into question remains un-

“Two weeks back, she called
the prof a whore, flipped over
a chair, and stumbled out
the door. Pretty good writer,
though.”
—Anonymous

known.
“The state of Ms. James’ academic
record all depends on how long she’s
been getting her literary lean on,” said
chair of the board Nigel Stuffness. The
board intends to launch a full investigation examining Kelly’s past works
for wine stains, profanity or other signs
of the insidious influence of the sauce.
Kelly rose to prominence within
the Humanities department soon after her arrival in the fall of 2010. Her
essays were lauded for their insights,
delivered with powerful, blunt language. But evidence of drunken writing becomes easily apparent in her later work.

Her winning essay from last October is titled “Postmodern Feminist
Thought Can Suck My Dick”. It is a
compelling deconstruction of thirdwave feminism’s struggle for self-definition and is available through Collins
Memorial Library.
The details of Kelly’s training regimen remain vague, with some reports indicating an intake of up to 8
whiskey sours a day in what is also
known as a “Hemingway Breakfast”.
A recent Facebook photo, depicting
the sophomore dangling from a roof
while draining a bottle of Jack Daniels,
speaks volumes to the extent of Kelly’s
rambunctious behavior.
Many of her classmates believe that
her alcohol abuse has intensified since
last fall, when she suffered a nasty
breakup and the death of a beloved cat.
Her behavior became increasingly erratic as she struggled to remain at the
top of her game.
One of her classmates, requesting
anonymity, said “I knew something
was up. She was showing up to class
late, always with thermos in hand. She
would get more vocal as she finished it.
Two weeks back, she straight-up called
a professor a whore, flipped over a
chair and stumbled out the door. Pretty good writer, though. Such strong
language, full of emotion. And great
metaphors.”
Kelly was unavailable for comment.
At present, she has taken a medical
leave. Rumor has it she is headed into
the wilderness of Wyoming, where her
family has a cabin. There, in soul-rending seclusion, she intends to kill her
own food, drink profound amounts of
whiskey and blow her brains out with
a shotgun after a tumultuous 30-year
career.
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Point Defiance Zoo announces aquarium
By KRISTIE DUTRA &
ELENA CLEARY
This February, officials at the
Point Defiance Zoo and Aquarium
announced their intent to begin
an extensive renovation of zoo
and aquarium facilities. New
buildings, exhibits, and plant
and animal species have been
proposed. At the center of the
remodel is the current North
Pacific Aquarium, which was built
in 1963 and is the oldest building
in the complex. According to
the developing master plan, the
North Pacific exhibit will be
relocated to a new facility built
to overlook Commencement
Bay. The remodeled aquarium
will be renamed the Pacific Rim
Aquarium, and the South Pacific
Aquarium will remain in its
original location.
According to a Feb. 14 press
release, renovations are crucial;
without them, the North Pacific
Aquarium and the Rocky Shores/
Tundra exhibit may be forced to
close within the next few years.
Inspections have revealed serious
corrosion caused by saltwater and
aging.
The remodel was first proposed
last April, and Deputy Director
John Houck expects the master
plan to be complete sometime this
March. The zoo’s master plan is
a piece of an even larger Metro
Parks Tacoma plan to revitalize
all of Point Defiance Park. As of
now, no tentative start date for
construction has been set.
“The [master] plan is an
assessment of the zoo’s needs,
but it does not include how it
would be funded. We will need
to collaborate with Metro Parks,”
Houck said. “We’re focusing on
the aquarium right now, and it’s a
few years out.” The PDZA master
plan is supposed to cover the next
20 years of the zoo’s future.
Houck stressed the highly
conceptual and flexible nature of
the project in its current stage.
Several ideas have been proposed,
and Houck reported that the
feedback from the community has
been very positive so far. Among
the proposed additions are a wave
tunnel, larger exhibits for marine
mammals, a polar bear complex,
a Russian Far East exhibit, extra
classrooms, an on-site diving
program for visitors and a South
America exhibit.
New additions to the zoo’s

collection of fauna could include
the Amur leopard, snowy owls,
jaguars, ocelots, various South
American reptiles, exotic birds and
various types of small monkeys.
The South America exhibit alone
has been envisioned as a complex
containing a total of 43 exhibits.
The new PDZA exhibits are
intended to create much more
immersive experiences for visitors.
These ideas and plans are
entirely dependent on the will of
the Tacoma community.
“Our community has supported
us extremely well. I think the
concept of a new aquarium will
be well-received,” Houck said.
However, he does anticipate that
getting a price range approved by
the committee will be a challenge.
He estimated the cost of the
remodel would reach 50 to 100
million over the next 20 to 30
years.
The public would fund most
of the renovation through
bonds, which is how the zoo
received funding in 1999. The
Point Defiance Zoo Society, a
non-profit, is expected to run a
private capital campaign as well.
In addition to the expense of the
new construction and collection
acquisitions, new staff will be
added.
Currently, the North
Pacific Aquarium alone employs
six aquarists and one curator.
When asked if ticket prices would
increase to compensate for the
costs of expansion, Houck said it
is a possibility but not a necessity.
“Past increases have been due to
inflation, and we came through
the recession relatively well. We
were hurt in sales tax, but 2010 and
2011 saw the highest attendance in
the zoo’s history,” he said.
Houck credits high attendance
rates to a combination of good
weather, “staycations” and the
much-adored baby animals. If
his hunch is correct, the zoo may
experience even higher attendance
after the remodel, which would
offset some of the costs of
expansion. Houck sees the Zoo as
a service to the people who live in
this area:
“The renovation about our core
mission: conservation, education
and serving as a resource for
the community.”
He advised
young people, especially college
students, to get involved. “Engage
with what’s going on with the
environment. Understand what
the threats to our world are, and
engage.”
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Hands-On Learning: Interactive and educational experiences are the focus of the plans for the
new facilities. Patrons will have the opportunity to feel creatures such as sea anemones and coral.
Erin O’Hagan, a Pacific
Lutheran University graduate,
now works as a Public Program
Associate at the Zoo. The Trail
interviewed O’Hagan to find out
what opportunities there are for
college-age people who want to

Tacoma’s only
indie theater.

THE ARTIST

(PG-13)

As a silent movie star wonders if the arrival of talking
pictures will cause him to fade into oblivion, he
sparks with a young dancer set for a big break.

Fri 1:35, 3:55, 6:15, 8:35
Sat-Sun: 11:20am, 1:35, 3:55, 6:15, 8:35
Mon-Thurs: 1:35, 3:55, 6:15, 8:35
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Fri : 2:45, 5:25, 8:05
Sat-Sun: 12:05, 2:45, 5:25, 8:05
Mon-Thurs: 2:45, 5:25, 8:05
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THE DESCENDANTS
Fri: 1:50, 4:20, 6:55, 9:20
Sat-Sun: 11:20am, 1:50, 4:20, 6:55, 9:20
Mon-Thurs: 1:50, 4:20, 6:55, 9:20

Tuesday, February 28: 1:40, 6:20

Under the Sea: Seahorses are some of the many beautiful creatrues featured in the exhibits at the Point Defiance Aquarium.

Only $7 with
Student ID!

during the school year I do it for
the weekend program.
What are the weekend programs
like?
For example, on every other
Thursday and Friday there is
Critter Club for preschoolers, who

Master of Science
in Finance
Industry relevant
Cross-disciplinary
Globally aware
Ethically grounded

...>

Fri : 2:05, 7:10, 9:25
Sat-Sun: 11:45am, 2:05, 7:10, 9:25
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Wed, Mar 7: 7:10, 9:25
Thurs, Mar 8: 2:05, 7:10, 9:25

2012 Oscar Nominated
Live Action (107 min, NR)

get involved.
Can you describe your job at
the Point Defiance Zoo?
I am a Public Program Associate,
and basically what that means is I
plan and write curricula and teach
and supervise the summer camp;

PLU

606 S Fawcett Ave
grandcinema.com
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Curriculum aligned with the CFA
10 month Master’s degree
Full time
No work experience required
Monthly information sessions

Pacific Lutheran University
School of Business | Tacoma, WA 98447
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remodel plan to be finalized in March 2012
It’s
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Smooth Transitions: The South Pacific Aquarium will remain in place in order to complement
the South America exhibit, which will replace the North Pacific Aquarium.
are anywhere from 3 to 4 years
old. There is also a program called
Keeper for a Day where we let kids
become marine biologists for a day,
and there’s also another program
called Rent an Educator where you
can take a group to the zoo and
have someone individually talk to
you about the animals. We also do
this sometimes for birthdays.
How long have you been
working at Point Defiance and
what got you interested?
As a little kid I grew up
absolutely loving animals! Before I
even began talking I made animal
noises. In fact, my first words

were animal noises. So I grew up
wanting to be a vet. I went to PLU,
your rival school, and then I went
to vet school but I realized you
had to actually like medicine and
diagnostics and that being a vet
was more focused on that than
actually working with the animals.
Basically, that was not what I
wanted to do. So I thought, maybe
I want to be a wildlife biologist
researcher, but then I was always
stuck in a lab and I felt like I sort of
fell into that career rather than me
making a decision. Then I worked
at Northwest where I finally got
to build a career around animals.

I worked about six summers....
Then I ended up at Point Defiance
where I have worked since.
Other Metro Parks initiatives
included in the larger project are
the reopening of the Pagoda and
the finalization of plans for the
Missing Link, a pedestrian path
that would connect the Ruston
Way promenade to the rest of
Point Defiance Park. The next
community meeting to discuss
Aquarium renovations will be held
at 5:30 p.m. on March 7 at Metro
Parks Tacoma Headquarters.

March 31st, 9AM-9PM
University of Puget Sound
Field House, Tacoma

Name Brands Starting at

$19.99
Prom | Wedding | Special Occasion

Sponsored by: Office of Community Engagement

Professor Hans Ostrom on poetry, hosted by Phi Eta Sigma
Ostrom’s talk marks the third in the annual series of faculty lectures

By CONRAD WHARTON
English and African-American
Studies Professor Hans Ostrom
is well-known and well-liked on
campus. His talk on Thursday,
February 23, 2012 entitled
“Everything I Need to Know
I Learned From Poetry” filled
the Rotunda with an engaged
and appreciative crowd. Perhaps
less well known, though, was
the sponsor of the talk: Phi Eta
Sigma.
Phi Eta Sigma is an academic
honors society here at Puget
Sound. However, if you aren’t
in the class of 2016 or if you
slacked off a bit during that first
semester, you’re out of luck-- the
society is only open to freshmen
who receive a 3.5 or above after
their first semester of college.
After this initial barrier to entry,
obligations are slim: pay a onetime $25 fee, and you’re in for
life. The society is a nationwide
organization, and has inducted
over 975,000 members into
365 chartered chapters across
the U.S. since it was founded
at the University of Illinois in
1923. The organization’s website
claims that, “Phi Eta Sigma is the
nation’s oldest and largest honor
society for first-year college
and university students in all
disciplines.”
Ostrom’s talk was part of a
spring lecture sponsored by the
society, part of a wide variety of
ways in which the group tries to
get involved with campus and
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Poetry Reading: Professor Hans Ostrom passes on the life lessons he has found in poetry.
the local community. Although
the main function of the society
seems to be to recognize academic
excellence in freshmen, Phi Eta
Sigma strives to offer something
more substantial than a cord at

graduation.
“…Every spring we hold a
faculty lecture, so the club votes
on who they’d like to see give a
talk,” Phi Eta Sigma activities
coordinator Siri Erickson said.

Erickson also talked about
the club’s other service work,
saying, “…We’re in charge of the
blood drive, we go to the Tacoma
Rescue Mission weekly, and we
also do adopt-a-spot, where

we are basically responsible for
keeping a particular section of
the street clean.”
Along with these community
service activities, the society also
awards scholarships to members
nominated by their local chapters.
These scholarships are partially
subsidized by the membership
fee, a portion of which goes to
the so-called “Founder’s Fund.”
The Fund hands out over thirty
scholarships to graduates and
undergraduates of up to $7,500
each, and thirty-five or greater
“national undergraduate awards”
of $1,000. One additional
$10,000 Scholar-Leader-of-theYear scholarship is also disbursed
each year.
While the Phi Eta Sigma
membership might look good on
a résumé, talks like Ostrom’s help
the student body understand
the tangible benefits for the
campus community that such
organizations have. Regardless
of how altruistic the motivations
of individual members are
for joining, the society does
give back to their peers and
community members as a whole.
While those students currently
at Puget Sound have either
seized or missed their chance at
membership, next year’s crop of
freshmen will offer another group
eligible to aid in these efforts.
In the interests of continued
lively lectures and community
service work, hopefully a few of
them will decide to get involved.
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Loggers drop four at small college tournament
By STEPHEN HAMWAY
It was a rough week for University
of Puget Sound baseball as the Loggers dropped four games in a row.
Their pitching was the primary culprit, causing the Loggers to surrender 51 runs during that span for a
startling 12.75 runs per game. As a
participant in the Northwest Small
College Tournament, the Loggers
travelled to Portland, Ore. over the
weekend for a set of games against
other schools throughout the Pacific
Northwest.
The team’s first game came against
Concordia University on Friday, Feb.
24. The Loggers and senior starting
pitcher Taylor Volz (Portland, Ore.)
ran into trouble almost from the
very beginning. After the Loggers
began the game by going three-up,
three-down, Volz allowed two runs
in the bottom of the first.
However, the Loggers got one of
those runs back in the next frame,
after third baseman Will Mentor
(Seattle, Wash.) tripled and scored
on a groundout by Jeff Walton (Carmichael, Calif.). Indeed, the game
was still very much in the balance
in the third inning. Already trailing
4-1, Volz walked the bases loaded
with two outs in the inning, setting
the stage for a pivotal at-bat. However, it would have to wait as the rain
intensified and it was determined
that the game would be postponed
until the next day.
Unfortunately, the layoff wreaked
havoc on sophomore pitcher Jared
Beiser’s (Cupertino, Calif.) arm, as

he allowed four straight bases-loaded walks after being tabbed to relieve
Volz. It was only after a single and
another walk that the third pitcher
of the inning—freshman Logan Day
(Citrus Heights, Calif.)—was able to
strike out the final Concordia batter and end the third inning at last.
After the dust had settled, the Loggers trailed 10-1. Despite the almost
insurmountable deficit, the Loggers
continued to battle, scraping together nine hits and seven walks. In
the end however, the Loggers fell to
Concordia 17-10.
The Loggers had no time to lick
their wounds after their defeat, however, since they had another game
later that day against Pacific University. Once again, their pitching let
them down, as junior starting pitcher Matt Robinson (Lafayette, Calif.)
was pulled in the third inning after
allowing eight runs on four hits and
eight walks. Once again faced with
a major deficit early, the Loggers
were unable to rally and allowed the
score to get out of hand for the second time that day, losing to Pacific
17-3. The only highlight of the game
for the Loggers came in the sixth inning, as sophomore catcher Addison Melzer (Portland, Ore.) drilled a
solo home run over the fence in right
field.
Sunday, Feb. 26 brought a doubleheader against Oregon Tech, and another chance to get back on track.
The Loggers desperately needed a
strong start from junior pitcher Nathan Aguiar (Los Gatos, Calif.), and
for the first four innings of Sunday’s

game, he delivered. Aguiar was able
to scatter three hits across the first
four innings and give the Loggers a
chance to take a 2-0 lead over Oregon Tech.
It all fell apart in the fifth inning,
however, as Aguiar allowed a basesloaded triple that put Oregon Tech
in front for good. Aguiar was also
hurt by shoddy defense behind him,
as the Loggers committed five errors
during the game. In the end, the result was a 7-2 defeat in the first game
of the doubleheader.
Looking to end the Northwest
Small College Tournament on a
high note, the Loggers took an early
lead in the first inning of the second
game against Oregon Tech, courtesy of an RBI single by Mentor. It was
not to be however, as Oregon Tech
scored two in the third, two in the
fourth and six in a disastrous sixth
inning en route to a 10-1 drubbing
of the Loggers.
While this was a rough way to
head into conference play, the Loggers at least know what they have to
improve upon. Their pitching and
defense both struggled mightily in
the tournament, putting the offense
in a very difficult position in every
game they played. If the pitchers can
limit their walks, and the defense is
able to cut down on the errors, the
offense has shown that it can get on
base, with a collective on base percentage of .346 in their first ten
games.
The Loggers begin conference
with a three-game set at rival Whitman on Saturday, Mar. 3.

Softball splits season openers
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Walk: The Loggers need to improve their defense and pitching.

Want your team covered in the trail?
Contact us at trailsports@pugetsound.edu to let your
voices be heard!
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Batter up: The Loggers improved their game during the second series of games, winning both.

Loggers sweep two games against
Lewis and Clark, lose two to Pacific
to open the season at .500
By ANGEL JOHNSON
The Puget Sound softball team
opened their 2012 spring season
this weekend Feb. 25 against Pacific and Lewis and Clark. During
the first series of games against Pacific, the Loggers were swept 5-1
in the first game and 14-10 in the
second game.
Senior Aryn Grause (Corvallis, Ore.) led the Loggers in pitching and only allowed five runs and
struck out 6 players from Pacific.
Early in the game, Pacific scored
5 runs, but in the bottom of the
fourth junior Amy Schmeckpepper (Boise, Idaho) gave the Loggers their first and only run. Schmeckpepper’s hit to center was
enough to bring Grause home. After the 5th inning began, the game
had no more scores.

Once the second game started
both teams fought hard and had
an apparent explosion of energy.
At the very beginning the Loggers
took a quick lead thanks to senior
Chrissy Atterson’s (Marysville,
Wash.) sac fly. Freshman Marissa
Jeffers (Issaquah, Wash.) was able
to bring in two more runs with her
hit into right center. Both teams
had strong pitchers who kept the
next three innings scoreless, until the sixth and seventh innings
where the Loggers scored five runs
and Pacific scored nine. The Loggers’ bats came to life and with
help from Jeffers, Schmeckpepper,
and Joleen Monfiletto the Loggers
were able to tie up the game 9-9.
Although they battled hard, it was
not enough to get the win and the
Loggers lost 14-10 against Pacific.
In the second series of games on

Feb. 26, senior Elayna Van Hess
(Aumsville, Ore.) brought the
Loggers a 4-3 win against Lewis and Clark with her pitching.
While pitching the second game
of the series, Monfiletto also lifted the Loggers to another win.
Van Hess held Lewis and Clark
to three runs on six hits, but it
was not enough to help the Logger offense when they were still
down 3-1. Sophomore Jenica
Holt (Pleasanton, Calif.) started
the rally for the Loggers, and was
brought home by Atterson. Once
the Loggers were at the point
where they could tie or win the
game, Van Hess came up to the
plate. She was down to her last
strike when she finally found her
pitch and brought two players on
base home to win the game 4-3.
Within the second game Lewis

and Clark scored a run right away,
but the momentum from the previous game was still with the Loggers and they tied the game 1-1
soon after Lewis and Clark’s run.
Once again Jeffers and Monfiletto brought in three more girls for
a 4-1 lead in the game. However,
Lewis and Clark continued to push
back on the Loggers and took back
the lead 6-4.
In the bottom of the fifth in-

ning, there were two outs and bases loaded and Monfiletto came
up to the plate. She hit a fly ball
into right center and brought in all
three runs for the 7-6 lead. After
that, the score of the game never
changed and Loggers beat Lewis
and Clark.
The Loggers will be playing at
home next week and host George
Fox in a four game double header.
The first of these games starts on
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Loggers miss out on DIII national tournament

For the third time in five years, Loggers reach the NWC championship
By DALTON HANDY
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Jump: The Loggers earned their trip to the finals this season.

With an 86-71 defeat in their third
loss of the season to Whitworth, the
Puget Sound men’s basketball team’s
season came to a close. The Loggers
finished 20-7, reaching the North
West Conference championship for
the third time in five years. With the
win, Whitworth earned the conference’s automatic bid to the Division
III national tournament.
Despite the loss, the Loggers still
had an outside chance at making
the tournament; however, the team
found out on Monday that they
were not the recipients of an at-large
bid. Prior to the game, Head Coach
Justin Lunt had remained optimistic
as to the team’s chances of obtaining
a spot in the tournament, however
this was not the case.
After earning the second seed in
the NWC tournament by compiling
an 11-5 conference record, the Loggers hosted Whitman on Thursday
Feb. 23. In their final home game
of the season, the men cruised to a
79-62 victory, despite both Anthony Gittens, second team all NWC,
(Tacoma, Wash.) and Riggs Yarbro (Moses Lake, Wash.) fouling
out with over seven minutes left in
the contest. Without two of their

top post players, the Loggers were
forced to finish the game playing
small ball.
Yarbro led the Loggers with 14
points in the contest, while Whitman’s David Michaels, the NWC
player of the year, had a game high
28 points. The senior, who averaged
20 points per game on the year, was
able to keep Whitman within reach,
using an array of offensive moves
before fouling out with 3:04 left. The
UPS fan section paced Michaels off
the court, chanting in unison to his
steps. “They had some fun with it”
Lunt said.
The Loggers were able to control
the in game pace, switching up defenses in order to pressure Whitman’s outside shooters. The matchup zone they employed worked as
the Missionaries were held to 26.6%
shooting, hitting only four of 17
shots from beyond the arc. Lunt
emphasized his team’s focus on stepping out on shooters and backing off
non-shooters as a key to their defensive success.
Unfortunately, the same success
was not able to carry over to the
NWC championship game. Idris Lasisi led six Pirate players in double
figures with 19 points. “He’s an explosive combo guard,” Lunt said.

After a three pointer by Kaleb
Shelton-Johnson (Tacoma, Wash.),
a first-team all conference selection,
the Loggers held their final lead at
23-22. He finished with 14 points,
while Rex Holmes (Chico, Calif.)
poured in 19 off the bench to lead
the team.
Despite their best efforts, Whitworth, the #10 team on d3hoops.
com’s top 25, proved to be too much
for the Loggers to handle. The Pirates shot over 55% on the game,
helping to maintain their double
digit lead for the entire second half.
While the Loggers were able
to shut down Whitman’s outside
shooters, the same could not be
said on Saturday night. Whitworth
converted 13 threes on only 28 attempts, evidence of the high number of what Lunt described as their
triple threat players; guards that can
shoot it from distance, get to the
basket, or pass to set up teammates.
Experience certainly helped the
Pirates. “They have players that have
won [the NWC championship] the
last couple of years. We have to be
ready for a 40 minute fistfight,” Lunt
said prior to the game. Unfortunately, Whitworth won the unanimous
decision in 2012.

Loggers hit the courts this spring

Keeping motivated
and staying strong

By JULIA FISHMAN

Tips on getting to the gym

Still room for improvement for both teams
This past week Logger tennis
showed that there is still room for
improvement for both the men’s and
women’s team.
Taking in all losses, the women’s team put up quite a fight. Their
first game against Seattle resulted in
a 0-9 loss. In their next two games
against Whitworth and Whitman,
both conference games, the Loggers
went 7-2 and 6-3.
The men also saw losses, bringing
in 0-9 scores against Seattle, Whitworth and Whitman. Whitman is
nationally ranked at 29th in NCAA
DIII sports.
The men’s team will take on
George Fox this Friday at 6 p.m. in
our own Tennis Pavilion followed
by a game Saturday against Lewis &
Clark at 1 p.m.
The women’s team will be away
playing George Fox and Lewis &
Clark this week, but will be back
home next weekend.

By HANNAH CHASE
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Volley: The teams are not backing down without a fight.
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Love-All: In this fast paced sport, there is always room for better form and better matches.

We have all been there: making
a promise to yourself to eat healthier and get fit. For a while, whether
it be a week or a month, you stand
firm on your decision. You go to
the gym or go for a run and rather
than eat your weight in French fries
you substitute them with a side salad. Great, right? But how long does
it last?
When I stopped playing sports
on a regular basis, I set a goal for
myself to stay active and maintain
my level of fitness. That lasted for
about one month, until I started
making excuses: “My knee is acting
up.” “One day off won’t kill me.” “I
do not have time to drop what I am
doing and go to the gym.”
Sad to say, my goal did not last
long and I very quickly went into
a state of rapid decline in terms
of my fitness level. Seven-minute mile? That’s a laugh. Pull-ups?
Please don’t make me.
That was my mentality after I got
out of shape. However, that mentality changed when I came to college. I was determined to get into
shape and with some helpful tips
and a positive attitude I was able to
do so.
So, for all you out there wanting to get back to the gym but unable to find the motivation to do so,
here is some friendly advice.
Tip number one: Work out in the
morning. Yes, it is early but it is a
great way to start your day. Also,
by going in the morning you have
the rest of the day to accomplish
other tasks. You no longer have
the excuse that there is not enough
time.
Tip number two: Find a workout buddy. They will keep you motivated and hold you to your promise to go to the gym. You are more
likely to get out of bed in the morning if you know that there is some-

one waiting for you at the gym.
Tip number three: Lay out your
workout attire where you can see it.
By doing so, you’ll feel guilty knowing that you could be wearing your
clothes every time you see your
them neatly folded.
The final tip, and most important:
stay positive. If you go in with an
“I think I can” attitude you are going to enjoy your workout and want
to make it a daily part of your routine. Also, it is a great stress relief.
You can just sweat away your worries rather than let them sit on your
shoulders, weighing you down.
Seven-minute mile? Yes, I can.
Pull-ups? Still not quite there but I
am working on them and with each
day, I know that I will improve my
strength as well as my fitness level.
It is hard starting out, but once
you get started, your workout will
become the best part of your day.

classifieds
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HEY YOU, Frisbee team, FETCH!
HEY YOU, Postmen, way to represent UPS at all those Cali-Tournaments! Keep up the good work!
HEY YOU, Postmen, way to deliver, hoo ha, oh yea!
HEY YOU, Just so you know.......
I’M NEVAH GONNA DANCE
AGAIN, GUILTY FEET HAVE
GOT NO RHYTHM!

Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu
or put one in the box in
Diversions Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer
to individuals or groups or are
hateful or libelous in nature. A
full description of the policy can
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.

HEY YOU, Me. Still lonely?
Yeah?...just checking.
HEY YOU, Frisbee team, our
sticks and balls are way bigger
than yours.... and cooler.

HEY YOU, Pizza boy with the
shwoopy hair. Your jokes are pretty
cheesy.

HEY YOU, I’ve reached an impasse. This my mirror is broken
and there isn’t enough time in the
world to metempsychoticize and
find joy in another’s skin. On the
bright side, it turns out my Oedipal complex was misdiagnosed.

HEY YOU, Orlando from As You
Like It, you’re super hot. I’m sad
we don’t have a class together this
semester.

HEY YOU, metalheads, Mastodon
and Opeth are coming to Seattle
on April 30th. Let’s get our mosh
on.

HEY YOU, Future roommate, way
to DJ like a pro on Friday night.
You rocked it.
HEY YOU, CSOC 420 is the best!
You guys rock my socks and existential underpinnings!
HEY YOU, Cute person in the
cafe, this is about you!
HEY YOU, SAE dance party was
awesome, next time let’s just invite
the firemen to join in!
HEY YOU, You can bring your
green hat.
HEY YOU, flute playing Bio major
—I’d like to hear about that one
time at band camp.

THE HAPPY TRAIL

HEY YOU, Frisbee team, our
mustaches are better than your
mustaches.
HEY YOU, I mustache you a question. But I’ll shave it for later.

The Puget Sound Trail

trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu

tranquils the wildest beasts, but
gives lacrimy even the rockhearted among us, and whose
palm goes unkissed by the myriad
part-time lovers and hunters, I’m
kind of sestina ya.

HEY YOU, Want to discuss the
conception of masculinity in
society in a safe atmosphere? Then
come to the meetings of Safe Men
every Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the
Student Diversity Center!

HEY YOU, Frisbee team, find a
real sport.

AVAST YE, all-destroying but
unconquering whale, to the last I
grapple with thee; from hell’s heart
I stab at thee; for hate’s sake I spit
my last breath at thee. Sink all
coffins and all hearses to one common pool! and since neither can
be mine, let me then tow to pieces,
while still chasing thee, though
tied to thee, thou damned whale!
Thus, I give up my spear!
-Hermie

HEY YOU, Wednesday movie
nighters... you guys are the kindest, bravest, gentlest, sexiest people
I have ever met.

HEY YOU, Postmen, you make
that look good!
HEY YOU, Thanks for introducing
me to the Cellar’s sweet sticks and
all the hilarious Stomp the Yard
references. “Extra graaaaavy!”
HEY YOU, She whose fragility

HEY YOU, Dude who pulled the
fire alarm at the SAE dance party,
way to be THAT guy.

HEY YOU, Cute Ginger in the
cafe, this is about you! (But not
you.)
HEY YOU, It’s gonna take a lot to
drag me away from you. There’s
nothing that a hundred men or
more could ever do. I bless the
rains down in Africa... gonna take
some time to do the things we
never had.
HEY YOU, Read a good book this
month instead of watching a TV
show. Your brain will thank you,
and so will your writing skills.

A Weekly Sex Column

Making the bedroom a “happier” place...

A “happy” guide to lube, Don’t be sorry
foreplay and stimulation for partying
By HARRY SASSCROTCH

By SUZY SPONGEWORTHY

Lube and foreplay are known
as helpful extras when it comes
to sex. They increase stimulation in participants and can
add a fun little flair to an already awesome sex session.
Many sexually active people know the essentials to
safe sex as putting on a condom. Wear the glove before
you make some love, right?
However, many do not
know other safety concerns
that should be under consideration when having sex.
These health risks range from
allergies,
chemical
imbalances and condom breakage.
First and foremost, these tips
are not to discourage people
from using condoms or other
contraceptives. Safe sex is always the best option (and you
should make it the only option).
Condoms, dental dams, and
diaphragms are just a few of
the contraceptives that can be
used during sex—but one issue that many people face includes allergies to the materials used in these devices.
Latex allergies are fairly common, which can raise a problem since the majority of condoms are made out of latex. If
you have an allergy, it is important to use latex-free condoms, made out of materials
such as silicone or sheepskin.
This rule applies to any and
objects used in sex, foreplay
and things of that nature. Always ask your partner about
possible allergies and plan
your protection accordingly.
Making sure you have the
proper materials can also be an
issue with lube. Lube should be
a no-brainer for penetrative sex,
but not all lubes should be used.
The most commonly recom-

We’re no state school, but here
at the Puge I would say we study
hard but also make time to get our
party on.
There are many different parties
that take place on weekends that
can be really great to dance off
some steam, mack on some hottie
or even find someone to take home
with you.
But this can be complicated.
Drunkenness can blur the lines
of good and bad decisions. Plus,
the pressure of doing what one
perceives one “should” be doing
to live college life to the fullest can
result in bad situations.
That said, you can be smart
and empowered when it comes to
partying.
Let’s start with drinking. Count
your drinks (marks on your arm
is classic) and know your limits.
Obviously, don’t drink something
a stranger makes you. This is all
pretty basic stuff.
There’s also the element where,
if you get too drunk, you may get
sloppy or your performance in
bed may change. Know yourself.
I think it’s really admirable when,
for example, a guy will know he
gets so-called “whiskey dick” and
then drinks less if he knows a
reliable boner will be useful later.
One of my best friends once said
she has “whiskey clit” where it is
too dry down there to get aroused.
In this case (and just in general),
use lube.
Washington law states that if
either party in a sexual situation
is intoxicated, consent is voided.
While I think that saying you
should never hook up drunk is a
little extreme, be a decent human
being. It’s not cool to hook up
with someone way drunker than
you because you might be taking
advantage of their altered state.
Now, when alcohol is mixed
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Lube: Unlike food items, lube is always a safe and stimulating
accessory to your lover’s body during foreplay.
mended lubes are water- or
silicone-based.
These products have low instances of causing problems such as breaking
condoms or allergic reactions.
Oil-based products such as
Vaseline, on the other hand,
should never be used. They
deteriorate condoms and increase the risk for breakage,
which in turn increases the
risk of Sexually Transmitted Infections and pregnancy.
The choice of lube also includes other, more complicated
products. Many lubes or condoms come with extra sensational qualities. What people
don’t want their dicks and pussies to tingle like pop rocks?
THAT SOUNDS AWESOME!
Unfortunately, these products
include chemicals that are unnatural in the body and are harsh on
the genitalia. Chemicals in these
lubes imbalance the pH in the
vagina and the anus, and though
the vagina is a self-cleansing organ, the rectum is not.
This issue of cleansing brings
up the idea of doucheing. Many

douches come with liquids that
have chemicals unsafe for the vagina and rectum. If you douche,
you should wait to havehave sex
for at least 3 hours afterward.
And finally, another issue concerns the use of food as foreplay
or as stimulation.
Whipped
cream on the boobs, penis
fudge sundae, yummm—right?
Well, this practice can be
VERY problematic. Food can be
very sexy as foreplay and stimulation, but very dangerous when
used towards or inside genitalia.
One Planned Parenthood
educator’s tip puts it quite simply. When using food, keep it
“North of the Pole, South of the
hole!” Keep it out of your junk.
Using certain products can
be great for sex and foreplay. But you need to be careful about what exactly you use.
Be open with your partner
about your allergies and continued healthy view towards your
sex life. Always make sure your
sex is the healthiest it can be.

with partying, inhibitions can fly
out of the foggy, sweat-condensed
windows.
There are a number of things
people do at parties that some
consider “trashy” or “slutty.” This
labeling drives me nuts: we need
to get over this cutting down of
people that are acting in a way we
either don’t agree with or, more
likely, in a way we wish we were
brave enough to act like.
Like the DFMO: dance floor
make out. I’m guilty of this and
you know what? It was awesome.
Sometimes the passion strikes
and you don’t necessarily want
to remove yourself from the
ambiance of the party.
I say, do what you do. It can be
fun. It’s also not “slutty” to make
out with several people at a party,
but it’s probably not respectful to
the sloppy firsts/seconds/thirds if
they’re still around.
Sometimes things get even more
heated... and handsy. In the spirit
of full disclosure, I have received
manual stimulation on a dance
floor. While I’m not embarrassed
about it, I can’t say I condone it
because it would have been awful
to get caught and it’s kind of
unsanitary.
For the most part, having things
get hot and heated is best done in
the privacy of one’s home. That
way, if both of you adults consent,
things can go all the way if need be
and you won’t have to relocate all
in the mood.
It also has to be said that if you
dance or make out with someone
on the dance floor, you are not
chained to that person all night.
Most importantly, you should not
feel an expectation that because
you paid them attention, you are
nonverbally agreeing to way more.
In the immortal words of Flight
of the Conchords, a kiss is not
a contract. Be excellent to each
other and party on, dudes.
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Sleigh Bells slump? Moneyball an underdog
By SAMI ROSS
Sleigh Bells’ latest record Reign of
Terror brings up a tricky question: Is
it important to see growth in a sophomore album or should the “if it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it” mentality apply to
new material?
Reign is, without a doubt, a good
album. Alexis Krauss’s signature war
cry vocals are still intact and guitarist
Derek E. Miller sounds just as heavy
as ever. The cheerleading chants are
still there and quick throwaway lyrics continue to dominate most of the
tracks; really the only notable change
that the band has made is a shift away
from hip-pop to metal rock.
Essentially, this album could be
considered part deux of the Treats
saga. This isn’t necessarily a bad
thing, but Reign does leave listeners
wishing for a little more substance.
Krauss and Miller have got the talent and the heart, but at times they
sound like they’re just going through
the motions.
The record kicks off with a flashback to the hair metal days of the
1980s. “True Shred Guitar” flaunts
some mean guitar licks. Krauss
punches out simple, repetitive lyrics that speak to the listener’s inner
headbanger.
“Born to Lose” is a dark, singsongy number about a suicide. In
standard Sleigh Bells fashion, Krauss’s
vocals are layered over one another:
she sings breathily and chants like a
punky cheerleader at the same time.
Miller has a nice guitar solo towards
the middle of the track; however, he
has yet to experiment with his instrument. His solos serve more to encourage rhythmic headbanging from
the listeners.
“Crush” and “Leader of the Pack”

are twisted, spirited numbers that target cutesy, teenybopper music, turning that sound on its head. “Leader”
in particular seems to be Sleigh Bells’
response to the Shangri-Las’ classic
pop hit.
Without a doubt, “Comeback Kid”
is the “Rill Rill” of Reign. Complete
with a catchy chorus, memorable guitar solos and thoughtful lyrics, this
track is destined to be played not just
on college radio, but probably commercial radio too. It’s not too mainstream and it’s not too much dancemetal either.
It’s no surprise that Sleigh Bells
draws inspiration from popular metal bands, considering they are prone
to including anthem on every album.
It isn’t hard to imagine “Comeback
Kid” being performed in a large stadium, though the rest of this album
is more appropriately destined for
trendy club venues and early evening
performances on the summer music
festival circuit.
Overall, Reign offers everything
that Treats gave to listeners. It’s an
easy listen, especially if you enjoy
head dropping beats and a slammin’
guitar, but don’t expect to see a different side of Sleigh Bells.
To toss Sleigh Bells into the pile
of pleasant rave-style music seems
insulting for artists like Krauss and
Miller. Their sound is memorable,
and leaning on black metal influences was a good choice.
Sleigh Bells is, to put it simply, a
good band, and when a band has
talent, they have to push themselves
to the limit. Reign of Terror is a fun
album, but I look forward to hearing
what Sleigh Bells has to offer as their
music develops in the future.
GRADE: B

story lacking in originality
By JACK GILBERT

With baseball season almost
upon us, it seems appropriate that
the baseball drama Moneyball
was nominated for six Academy
Awards, including Best Picture.
Starring Brad Pitt as Oakland
Athletics manager Billy Beane (a
role which garnered him an Oscar
nomination for Best Actor), Moneyball tells a dramatized version
of the A’s 2002 season as a small
market team struggling to remain
competitive.
After 2001, the A’s were in trouble. The team had just lost in the
first round of playoffs, and key
free agents Johnny Damon, Jason
Giambi and Jason Isringhausen
were bought by better teams offering more money than the A’s were
capable of paying. General Manager Billy Beane knew he would not
be able to compete with a payroll
of $40 million versus the Yankees’
$120 million, so he looked for another way to win.
Enter Peter Brand, a composite
character based on the real life
Paul DePodesta, played by Jonah
Hill (nominated for Best Supporting Actor). Brand is a proponent of
sabermetrics, an unorthodox statistical approach which identifies
players who are capable of scoring,
many of whom had otherwise been
deemed unfit to play ball.
Beane hires Brand, they introduce their new method of scouting
to vehement opposition from nearly everybody else and they build a
winning team out of players who
would otherwise perhaps never

have made it to the big leagues.
It is a very Hollywood underdog story, and Billy Beane is a very
Brad Pitt kind of character. Rough
around the edges and a maverick of
sorts, he has a vision that he is too
impatient and unwilling to share
with those around him because he
knows he is right.
The movie is gripping and wellpaced, most notably when the A’s
are on the cusp of winning their
20th game in a row (an American
League record).
However, it cannot shake itself
free of Hollywood melodrama.
Clichés abound, like when the
movie goes into a slow motion shot
of the batter’s face as he knocks the
winning home run over the right
field wall amid more slow motion
fanfare.
That is ultimately the movie’s
downfall: it is the underdog success movie we have all seen countless times before. The plot is different, with a conclusion a little less
orthodox than most, and the scenario is more statistically in-depth
than we’re used to in these sorts of
movies, but the song remains the
same.
Ultimately
Beane
decides
against joining the Boston Red Sox
because he hears a recording of his
Oakland-based daughter singing
for him. It is cute, it is emotional,
but it is nothing new.
The movie is largely historically accurate, but while speaking
to fellow baseball enthusiast Brian
Stoops about the film, he was quick
to point out its obvious bias:
“They make a big deal out of
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something that really…wasn’t a big
deal.” Stoops went on to elaborate,
saying the 2002 A’s were actually a
pretty great team regardless of losing three star players at the beginning of the season.
All things considered, Moneyball is not a bad movie. It might
even be a good movie.
As a person who loves baseball
I found it rather fascinating, and
it is the kind of sports movie that
anyone can appreciate regardless
of how they feel about the game.
The script is flashy, the characters
are believable and the action is intense.
Unfortunately, the film is
plagued by “I-Have-Seen-ThisBefore” syndrome. Its loss for Best
Picture at the Oscars was no disappointment.

Double Fine’s big adventure The Spar a deserving
By WALT MITCHELL
Tim Schafer needed money to
make a game, so he asked the internet
to help him out a bit. In eight hours
he had reached his goal—$400,000.
In 48 hours, he’d made a million dollars.
“This is not a cute, quick little
game anymore,” his most recent update on Kickstarter reads. “This is the
real deal. This is a capital-G Game.“
The “Double Fine Adventure” is a
groundbreaking project from Double
Fine Productions, home of industry
darling Tim Schafer and adventuregame godhead Ron Gilbert, creator
of the seminal Monkey Island.
Schafer, the crooked mind behind
such classics as Psychonauts and Day
of the Tentacle, hoped to revive the
graphic adventure game—the pointand-click genre that peaked in the
successes of 1993’s Myst and Gilbert’s
Maniac Mansion before declining in
popularity by the late 90’s.
Schafer foresaw difficulty in pitching his project to producers, who
might see the genre as antiquated and
impossible to market. So he turned to
the public: Double Fine would make
the game for any fans willing to fund
it, would mold development to public
discussion, and to top it all off, they
would have the whole process filmed
(by Two Player Productions, of PATV
fame) and uploaded online as a serial
documentary available to backers of
the project.
On Feb. 8 Double Fine set up a
Kickstarter account to raise money for the game. In 8 hours’ time
their goal—$400,000 pledged—was
reached, and the point was made that
interest (and capital) was abundant.
Kickstarter.com is the most
popular online platform for crowdsourced funding—a content-creator

posts a statement of intent, sets a
goal total for donations and usually
provides incentive, material and otherwise (active involvement in development, for example), to encourage
backing.
Notable Kickstarter successes include the Elevation iPhone dock,
which was the first project to pass
the $1 million mark—just a few short
hours later and only two days after
its inception, the Double Fine Adventure would go roaring past that
record and on towards $2 million,
a landmark they they would breeze
past on Feb. 20.
With the characteristic geniality
that so readily endears him to fans,
Schafer has faithfully responded to
the public’s tweets and emails, all
while maintaining his snarky commentary on the fundraiser’s meteoric
progress—Schafer tweeted on Feb. 9:
“$955k! Guys, I’ll make you a deal. If
we hit $980k I’ll add RTS [real-time
strategy] elements to the game! And
if we hit $1M, I’ll take them back
out!”
The project, while already off the
ground and soaring, will be open
for financial backing until March 13.
Donors receive rewards based the
size of their pledge, which range from
a DRM-free download of the game
and access to the serialized documentary (for the basic pledge of $15)
to soundtracks, concept art, signed
posters, inclusion in the game credits
or even, for pledges of $10 thousand
or more, lunch with Tim and Ron, a
tour of the studio, and “more big rewards.” (Hurry though, because 2 of
those 4 lunches have already been
snagged.)
Outfitted with such generous support, Double Fine has been breaking all sorts of records: not just the
highest-grossing Kickstarter project
to date (with over $2.2 million raised

and 16 days to go at the time of this
writing), it is also the fastest growing and boasts more backers (over 65
thousand) than any other project on
the site.
More than that, though, Double
Fine has shot down some nigh-universally-held assumptions about the
gaming industry. For starters, the
graphic adventure is not dead, and
its fans are as numerous as they are
generous.
But on top of that, they’ve proved
that gamers, too often painted as despondent couch potatoes, are more
than willing to take action for the
developers who view them as more
than passive consumers, the developers who seek to elevate their medium, not their bottom line.
Not every developer will be able
to rely on Kickstarter as a viable
source of funding—Schafer’s is certainly a special case, and bolstering
his appeal is a powerful nostalgia
two decades in the making. But that
nostalgia is nevertheless representative of a quantifiable demand, and
as Double Fine’s success (and other
pay-what-you-want projects like the
Humble Indie Bundle) has proven,
even the most modest answers to
the wishes of the vocal gaming community can garner phenomenal support.
Regardless of its implications and
whether it sinks or swims, the Double Fine Adventure is an experiment
worth keeping an eye on.
“For anyone interested in the inner workings of the game industry,
this project will be a landmark in
exploring the art of development,”
Double Fine writes on their Kickstarter. “For people that just love
great games, this is an opportunity
to help bring one to fruition.”

Old Town favorite

By MICHELLE CURRY
Craving quality? Want your parents to take you out to breakfast,
lunch or dinner when they visit?
Take a drive down Union Avenue
until you see the water and then
turn right onto N. 30th St. Continue
down the road parallel to the water,
down the treacherous hill until you
see The Spar on the north side of the
street in Old Town.
This lovely saloon offers a wide
selection of items that is attractive to
a diverse customer base. Pastries, ice
cream, burgers, hummus, fish and
chips, soups, salads and sandwiches
all adorn The Spar’s menu.
I recently dined at The Spar and
enjoyed a light late lunch. We ordered a patty melt and Caesar salad
to split, served with Spar chips. The
accommodating staff split our meal
for the table and we were able to enjoy both entrees.
The patty melt is placed upon
marbled rye bread with caramelized
onions and Swiss cheese. The diner
has the option to eat it with original Spar chips or traditional chips.
It can be a hearty meal for one or
light lunch for two. The Spar serves
original Spar chips which are thinly
sliced and fried till crispy.
The juicy patty melt and Caesar
salad accompanied one another
nicely. The salad arrived already
dressed with a perfect proportion of
dressing to lettuce and left both of us
satisfied.
The menu is moderately priced
and is well within the budget for college students.
Sandwiches start at $5.00 and the
most expensive item is beer battered
cod at $10.95, perfectly reasonable

for a meal off-campus.
If pastries or coffee are your
choice for a light weekday breakfast,
skip Starbucks and bring your books
for a study session at The Spar. A
12oz latte starts at $2.05 and muffin or scone is a respectable $1.50 or
$1.75 or with banana bread at $1.00.
I personally have not had breakfast at The Spar, but on two separate
occasions individuals have raved
about the breakfast served on weekend mornings.
Rachel Waterman ‘13 recently
feasted on The Spar’s breakfast.
“I hate breakfast, but I loved The
Spar’s breakfast. Their bacon is so
crunchy [this coming from a vegetarian] and their hash browns...
are perfect.” Her beverage of choice
from her last visit was a Spiced Apple Chai: “It tastes exactly like apple
pie,” Waterman said.
The environment is highly enjoyable as well. It’s nautical themed with
maps on the table, giving it an authentic waterfront feel.
The Spar has two downfalls:
breakfast is served only on weekends and it doesn’t start until 9:00
a.m.
However, Waterman sees herself
dining at The Spar again in the near
future, as do I.
Additionally, Saturday night music is played in the bar section, but
The Spar also offers Sunday Blues,
with no cover, featuring local blues
artists at 7:00 p.m. each week.
The Spar is located in Old Town,
2121 N. 30th St. Tacoma, WA.
98403. Their kitchen hours are
weekday 11:00 a.m.—10:00 p.m. and
weekends 9:00 a.m.—12:00 p.m.
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The Secret World of Arrietty has nothing to hide

Children’s novel adaptation marks directorial debut for Yonebayashi
By TOMMY STONE
On Friday, Feb. 17, Japan’s anime powerhouse Studio Ghibli released another emotional tourde-force to American audiences
with its adaptation of Mary Norton’s children’s novel The Borrowers.
The film’s screenplay was originally written by Ghibli’s iconic storyteller, Hayao Miyazaki,
who was also responsible for internationally-acclaimed hits such
as My Neighbor Totoro, Princess
Mononoke and Spirited Away.
However, since The Secret
World of Arrietty marked the debut of Ghibli’s youngest director,
36-year-old animator Hiromasa Yonebayashi, the film sparked
a couple of questions from loyal
fans of the studio: would Yonebayashi’s directing live up to the
high standards already set by Miyazaki? Would his film do justice
to the original novel or expand
upon the existing film adaptations?
Although a screening in Japanese with subtitles may have been
more truthful to the film’s intended effect, Disney’s dubbed version of Arrietty proved to be an
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Arrietty: Yonebayashi’s first
effort is a poignant tale.
aesthetically playful, masterfully
composed and unique adaptation
of the story.
The film’s plot hinges around a
family of “Borrowers,” tiny people no more than four inches tall,
and their struggles to survive beneath the floorboards of an isolated house in western Tokyo as they

quietly tap from the humans’ food
supply.
The Borrower family’s 14-yearold daughter, Arrietty, experiences her first encounter with humans in the opening segments of
the film, as she meets the pensive
gaze of the house’s sickly 12-yearold boy, Sean.
Informed by the stories of “little people” that he had been told
as a young child, Sean consistently tries to befriend Arrietty and
help her family.
Arrietty’s startling revelation
to the humans sparks her sense of
fear but also her curiosity, much
to the dismay of her deliberative
parents.
Since exposure to humans had
proven fatal in the past, Arrietty’s
father, Pod, suggests leaving the
area with the help of his friend –
a comically rugged, bow-wielding
Borrower named Spiller.
However, when Arrietty ventures to tell Sean the sad news,
his pernicious housekeeper, Hara,
discovers the existence of the Borrowers and does all in her power
to remove them from the house,
hiring pest control and even confining Arrietty’s mother, Homily,
to a glass jar.

But as any well-intentioned
children’s film should, Arrietty
resolves with a simple yet powerful lesson, that friendship is
an eternal virtue regardless of
the years or miles apart that may
seem to weaken it.
Grossing almost $9 million dollars in the US according to IMDb.
com, apparently Arrietty’s charm
has appealed to a wider audience
than just children.
As someone who has watched
and admired every Miyazaki film
since the age of 10, I can safely say
that Yonebayashi’s directing for
Arrietty rivals Miyazaki’s, largely
because of his tendency to utilize
shots that instill the viewer with
the wonderful sensation of feeling
like a four-inch person.
The lovingly animated scenes
of Arrietty running through towering columns of vibrantly-hued
flowers and grass, playing with
dog-sized rolly-polies and scaling
the walls of an enormous human
kitchen personify the exciting adventure of a Borrower’s life.
Yonebayashi’s subtlety also
proves to be one of his strengths
as he encourages certain moods
throughout the film—for example, his focus lingers on the

ground as spots of rainfall start to
bleed into each other in order to
accentuate Sean’s loneliness.
The score of Arrietty, composed
by French musician Cécile Corbel, is also worth noting. Corbel’s
ethereal harp melodies accentuate the film’s more dramatic moments as well as its more uplifting
ones, which is especially true of
the film’s catchy theme song.
Nervous about his abilities as a
director, Yonebayashi sought the
advice of Miyazaki often in the
first stages of production but continued largely without his help
later on, according to IMDb.com.
In spite of his initial self-consciousness, Arrietty more than
affirms Yonebayashi’s ability to
direct for Studio Ghibli in Miyazaki’s stead. Additionally, with
a more forgiving portrayal of the
humans, Yonebayashi improves
upon the applicability of the original novel, as well as its film adaptations, to a 21st-century children
audience.
As they once felt for Miyazaki, Studio Ghibli fans should now
look forward to what Yonebayashi has to offer for Studio Ghibli in
the coming years due to this excellent film.

Metamorphoses stuns Eugenides’ The Marriage
By TALISON CROSBY
On Friday, Feb. 24, Puget Sound’s
run of Metamorphoses debuted in
Norton Clapp Theatre. The 90-minute play is based on David R. Slavitt’s
translation of Roman poet Ovid’s
collection of poems.
The play, directed by John Rindo, focuses on Greco-Roman mythology and is split up into about 12
sections, including an introduction
and conclusion.
First and foremost, the play is a
visual spectacle. The superb costumes by Mishka Navarre, thoughtful lighting by Richard Moore and
outstanding scenic design by Kurt
Walls culminated in a show that was
aesthetically beautiful.
The play captivates audience
members from the beginning as the
entire cast slowly gathered on stage
in their extravagant costumes while
King Midas (Jens Winship) and
Midas’ Daughter (Casey Anderson)
march down either side of the theatre holding candles. The visual appeal of the show is the aspect that
seems to stick with the audience
most of all.
After a short introduction, the
play begins with the story of King
Midas, a rich man, narrating his
story and history directly to the audience.
Although this initial blatant exposition is a bit awkward, Winship
shows off his superb acting the moment he begins to interacting with
the other characters on stage. When
King Midas accidentally turns his
daughter into gold, the pain heard
deep in Winship’s booming voice
when he orders Bacchus (Bob Pore)
to “take it away” is extraordinarily
powerful. However, it didn’t overshadow the humor that is highlighted earlier in the scene.
After this first scene, a short interlude is provided by dancers
Casey Anderson, Jessica Bailin and
Lydia Douglas. This beautifully choreographed transition becomes a
theme throughout the show as the
dancers occasionally return, sporting different costumes each time
and providing a new symbol for every scene that they introduce. The

wonderfully fluid choreography by
senior Kaeline Kine becomes one of
the highlights of the show and adds
to the visual spectacle that is created
throughout the production.
Despite the visual beauty of the
show and the superb performance
of the actors, the show seems to fall
flat in the aspect that every short
scene follows the same recipe: the
characters are introduced with
frank exposition, the scene is sprinkled with some gimmicky humor
and something heart-breaking happens at the end.
However, the reason that this play
is successful is because the formula works. The audience is delighted with the show’s crash course in
Greco-Roman mythology, which is
communicated through a beautiful
visual spectacle.
After an introduction and nine
short scenes that follow the aforementioned formula, the final legend leaves the audience on a hopeful note.
It told the story of elderly couple
Baucis and Philemon (Callie Goldfield and Alex Wyman) who win favor with the gods Zeus and Hermes
(Bob Pore and Loring Brock.) The
couple is granted their wish to die
together as the play comes to a conclusion and every cast member returns to the stage.
King Midas is even redeemed in
a short coda, in which he is washed
clean of the curse of the “Golden
Touch.” The play, dotted with tragedy, comes to an optimistic end.
However, due to the fact that this
play is, structurally, a collection of
short Greco-Roman legends, it lacks
a significant arc, which, though by
no means any fault of the cast, crew
or director, is slightly unsatisfying.
Despite the structural flaws,
Puget Sound’s production of Metamorphoses is an extraordinarily
beautiful play. The aesthetic splendor of the show highlighted John
Rindo’s superb direction of this talented cast.
The play will be performed Friday, March 2 at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday, March 3, at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. in
Norton Clapp Theatre.

Plot worth taking time for

By MOLLY BROWN
While Jeffrey Eugenides’s The
Marriage Plot was published in October, the novel is still causing stir
in the literary world. It was recently nominated for the National Book
Critics Circle’s fiction award, along
with two other works.
The storyline of Eugenides’s The
Marriage Plot is an especially intriguing and relatable one for its college culture. Set in Brown University
and East Coast areas around it, Eugenides takes his readers through a
journey of the strange politics of the
social life at college and the difficulties of planning a future after college.
The main character, Madeline
Hanna, is a student at Brown who
studies Victorian period literature
and authors. Various descriptions
of authors such as Jane Austen or

George Eliot are sprinkled through
out the novel, as well as brief ponderings of their works as presented
by Madeline.
While a great deal of the conflict
of the novel is caused by conflicts in
love, the main issue is growing up,
much like Eugenides’s other novels. Madeline, after graduating from
Brown, is faced with leaving the college bubble and finding a way to incorporate what she loves into where
she works. This concept is an especially relatable one for every college
student.
At times, Madeline can be a difficult character to enjoy because she
consistently situates herself as the
victim of the life she is given. The
majority of the novel is her coming to terms with reality. Although
Madeline as a character may prove
to be nearly unlikeable, Eugenides’s
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Eugenides: The author’s latest novel, focused on modern college students, is in the running for a prestigious book award.

writing style basically negates her
personality and encourages further
reading.
Aside from Madeline, there is
Leonard Bankhead, the leading man
in Madeline’s love life, who is manic, intelligent and charming when he
chooses. The latter part of the novel
focuses on Madeline and Leonard’s
relationship with one another as well
as Leonard’s mental illness.
Another key character in the novel is Mitchell, a friend of Madeline’s
who goes on his own personal journey as a Religious Studies major
with a focus on Christian mysticism.
Madeline and Mitchell throughout
the novel carry a complicated relationship that may frustrate the reader. However, Mitchell’s journey is a
unique one that goes as far as India.
None of the characters Eugenides
created are explicitly good or bad.
None of them are entirely likeable.
Like the people encountered in college, they are on the surface normal
and basic people, but behind that
they are a complex series of events
defining the habits of a person trying to get by.
The Marriage Plot is a very character-driven novel and switches between the narratives of Mitchell,
Madeline and Leonard. Eugenides is
very adept at creating distinct voices amongst the characters yet still
maintaining his appealing descriptive writing style.
The novel itself feels comfortable. It travels gently and takes readers through the minds of the different characters, and explores the
thoughts and insecurities that are
extremely relatable.
The coming-of-age tale remains
ever alive with each of Eugenides’s
novels, perhaps especially so in The
Marriage Plot. Although the plot
isn’t as dramatic or attention grabbing as The Virgin Suicides or Middlesex, his other works, it presents a
more common and important coming-of-age story that reaches easily
into many hearts and minds.

